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Tel from Social Worker prior to the hearing in July.
Discussions regarding contact.
The main issue for her call was that she wanted to know if we can instruct TB
(Counsel) from COR chambers for the next hearing as feels he is robust and
knows the case from the initial hearing.
I advised her that due to recent changes within legal services, and in an effort
to save costs and provide the best value service possible, we are currently
only using Counsel for Final Hearings, or for very complex or contested
hearings.
The Social worker agreed with me that this was not a high risk or particularly
complex case. We discussed another case, where I did instruct Counsel for a
particularly high risk case, with a very vulnerable mother. I advised that in this
instance we had to use very experienced counsel because of the real
complex issues surrounding the case, and the need for someone with specific
experience with travelling families.

However, with this case it will be

straightforward in terms of the Review Hearing and as discussed AW who will
be doing the hearing has dealt with the case previously.
I advised her that the advantage/benefits of using our in house advocate to do
the advocacy on this case would be that there would be continued
consistency and background knowledge of the case, as this case had actually
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\�sferred to me from AW (solicitor advocate).! further advised that it is
Q'.i'poitant that in order to not waste public money on matters that can be
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15Vered in house.
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j/advised her that if we instructed TB then it would more than likely be the

se that:fhe would not be available for the next hearing, as Counsel are often
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\booked far in advance, and this could result in inconsistency and extra costs
'to Children's Services.

It was agree that the best course of action would be to book and brief AW to
do the hearing.
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